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1.0. PRELIMINARIES: THE PSEUCO-VERB 

There are certain fonns in Tagalog which ~xhibit some c~telistics of both the· 
adjective and the verb. Consider the sentenc.e: 

· { 1) Kailan$3Jt ng bata ng pera. 'Tiie ~hild needs money . ' 
Like an adjective, the fonn kailangan may be specified for intenSification· as in sentence 

(:2) and fur comparison: as in sentence (3) below: 

(2) Kailangang-Jcallangan ng bata ng. pera. 'The child needs0 mooey very baclly 
(3) Mas kailangan ng bata ng pera kaysa sa iyo. 'The child needs money more 

than you do . 
Like a verb, the fonn kailangan may stand in a case relation with each of the NPs that co
occur with it in a sentence. With the NP ng bata in sentence (2), 1cailan8'fl1I has an qentive 
relation, whereas with the NP ng pera, it has an objective relation. 

Because the fonn kailangan demomqates bOth adjectival llJl._d· wrbal manifest,.~oos 
in the language, it is called a pseud0iverb; and when it is used as a predicate, it is called 
psetido-wrbal predicate. 

2.0. RELATED LITERATURE ON THE PSEUDO-VERB 

2.1. In the past, the pseudo-verb has been called different ·names by diffe~t linguists. 
Lope K. Santos in his 1935 Balarila ng Wikang Pam'1ansa .~ed the·pseudo-verb 'pandi
wang walang-banghay', a non-conjugable verb. Regular · verbs· are conjugable, such as, 
nagbasa, nagbabasa, ma1;·babasa; notice that kailangan is nof conjugable. The tenn 'pan
diwan°g walang-banghay' was handed down by Santos .to a number of Pilipino gramma
rians, to name some: Panganiban, Villanueva, and Mari~o. 

2.2 Teodoro A. Llamzon, in his Modem Tagalog: a Structural Functional Description 
{1969), used the tenn modal nouns when refe~ring t9 the fonns gusto, a)'al\:', kailangan, 
and the like. He divides them into three groups, namely; first , kailangan; second, gusto, 
ibig, ayaw; and third, dapat, maari, puwede, althou~ the. basis for the division was not 
given in his book. 
2.3 After the structuralists came a new breed of Tagalog grammarians who began to 
call this class of verbs pseudo-verbsJ Some of these are Bowen, Otanes, Schachter, and 
Pineda. 

3.0. THE PSEUDO-VERBAL PREDICATE 

Tagalog has a number of pseudo-verbs: gusto, na_is, ·ibig, ayaw, kaiiangan, maari, 
puwede, bawal, and dapat. With the exception of dapat, .all the pseudo-verbs listed above 
may occur in a basic sentence structure. Consider the basic ·sentences below: 

(4) J~~o} 
~ n:i Ador ng santol. 'Ador likes santols.' 
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(S) Ayaw ko niyan. 'I don't lib that • ' 
(6) Kailmpn mo ng gamot. 'You need medicine . • 

(7) {~:} saiyo angpantalon ko. 'My pants fityou .' 

(8) Baw-1 sa akin mg bagooog. 'Bqooltg is bact for me • • 
All of these verbs, including """"1. may .:00 ~in embedded structum. 

Consider 1entence (4). Guito bas an -.otiw relation with the NP ni Ador and an 
objectiw telation with the NP n,r Mntol The NP 111..iol is indefinite. To make it 
definite, the nominal marker 111 is replaced by a., as in: 

(9) Gusto ni Ador ang smtol. 'Ador likes the santOI • ' 

4.0. THE PSEUDO-V~RBAL PREDICATE (PsV) JN BASIC SEHTENCES 

'PsV predicates in Tagalog basic scntences haw cue relations with the NPs co. 
occurring with them. The ca.e relations of 8"#0 in aentence (4) a~ can be illustrated 
as follows: 

(10) Gusto ni Ador ng santol 
~ ~~ 

°"1ecme 
Notice the lldt of a subject, .,...marked NP, in: the sentence. Of the eight pseudo-verbs, 
all except .,,,,,.,,. ptiW«le and bttwfll may occur·in subjectless scntences. 

4.1 . CASE RELATIONS OF PIVIN SENTENCF.S. 

Unlike verbs which may ha-.e as nimy as five caaes, i.e. agentive, objective, locative, 
benefactive, and instrumental, the PsVs may have only two cases ira a basic sentence: 
the agentive and the objective cases. 

(11) ...._ A:Yaw ni MinaJng tubig sa Dlgui-n. ' Mina does not lib the water in 
• Dagupan •• 

\ Aaenti-.e / • Objective 

Notice that in sentence (11), there are three.NPs: ni Mina, .· ·~ tubig, and sa Dagu
pan. But the PsV ayaw has a case relation only with ni Mina, agentive, and with ng tubig, 
objective. The NP sa lJaKupan ·is an expansion of the NP tub'ig in an embedded sentence. 

(12) May tubig sa Dagupan. 'There's water in Dagupan.' 
In other words, 1eDteoce (12) has an underlying structure 

s 

~~ 

h:+~ J A 
ni Mina · ng f~ Ayaw 

T J\ !\ 
may c/ tubig sa Dagupan 
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In the sentence 
(13) ~usto niy~ sa akin. 'He likes me.• 

• Agentive 

The PsVerb gusto has only one case relation, i.e. asenthe. The NP 111 akin belongs to 
an embedded sentence whose verb may only be lexically retrieved from the context of 
the sentence as in 

(14) Gusto niyang V(verb) siya sa .inn. 'He likes to V with/to/ ... me.' 
where the V may either be sumama, tumabi, sumabay, humilig, humalik, etc., depending 
upon the context of the situation in which the sentence is uttered. The NP sa akin in (13) 
is a constituent of an embedded sentence as shown in (14) wh~ underlying structure is: 

s 

Predicate NP NP 

I 
PsVerbal Pred 

l 
gusto 

I /\ 
ng s 

~ 
niya 

Predicate NP NP 
I I /\ 
v siya II akin 

Therefore in (13)gusto has only-one case relation, i.e. qentive, with the NP niya. 
In short, PvVs may have a maximum of only two case relations in a basic-sentence. 

4.2. ORDER I.NG OF "p CONSTITUENTS AND CASE RELATION 

In a sentence containing a verbal predicate, the caa !elations between the 
verb and the NPs are indicated in the Wlderlying . structure by nominal markers 
(see underscored.constituents in (1 S}). 

(1 $) ..Pili!.IK ba~!!{lapis .!! tindahan. 
+ 

, Agentive .. 
Objective / 

LOCitive 
In the surface structure, the case relation between the ¥erb and the NP selected as 

the subject of the sentence is indicated by the verbal affix (see doublescored constituent 
in (16)) and the case relation between the \lerb and the other NPsin the sentence is indica. 
ted by nominal markers (see underscored constituents in(l6}). 

(16) ,!>Mmili ang bata ~ lapis sa tindahan 'The child bought a pencil in the sto1 

, .Agen'tve ·~ subject, 

• , Objective , 

Lolative 

The case relations between the PsV predicate and the NPs co-~urring with it in a 
sentence are indicated by the ordering of the NP constituents rather than by nominal or 
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verbal markers. PsV predicates don't have affixes. The NPs co-occurring with PsV predi
cate may be marked homophonously by the marker ng as in (17). 

(17) Kailangan ng guro ng estudyante. 'The teacher needs students.' 
'- / 

\.. ~ntive ) 

Ob/ctive 

A native speaker of Tagalog understands that between the NPs ng guro and ng estu
dyante, the agentive is ng guro and the objective is ng estudyante both of which are 
marked by ng. If we rearrange the constituents of sentence (17), we get the sentence 

(18) Kailangan ng estudyante ng guro. 'The student needs the teacher.' 

\.'-A~ ) 
Objettive 

The agentive NP is ng estudyante and the objective NP is ng guro. This means that 
when there are two ng- marked NPs co.occurring with a pseudo.verbal predicate in a basic 
sentence, the first ng- marked NP is the agentive and the second ng- marked NP is the 
objective. But consider the fact that in each case in (17) and (18), the agentive NP is 
filled by a human noun. If the sentence 

(19) Ay~w ng bat} ng suman. 'The child does not like surnan.' 

\.... ASentive } 

Objective 

is rearranged resulting in 

(20) Ayaw ng suman ng bata. 'TI1e child does not like suman.' 

the first NP is understood by a native speaker as the objective and the second NP as the 
agentive because suman can not be the agentive since it is inanimate. Again, if the sentence 

(21) Gusto ng aso ng kame'. 'The dog likes meat.' 

\: ~ntive ) 

Obje~tive 
were rearranged as in 

(22) Glisto ng kame ng aso. 'The dog likes meat.' 
ng karne would still be understood as the objective and ng aso as the agentive since a dog 
is animate. 

In other words, when the NPs co-occurring with the PsV predicate in a basic Taga
log sentence are both human, the ordering of the NPs is significant as it indicates case 
relations: the first NP is agentive and the second NP is objective. When one of the NPs is 
filled by an inanimate noun and the other, by an animate noun, the animate NP is the 
agentive and the inanimate NP, the objective. In this case, the ordering of the NPs is not 
significant in terms of case relations. 

On the other hand; when one of the NPs is selected as subject of the sentence as in 

(23) Gusto ni Pedro si Ana. 'Pedro likes Ana.' 

( AJnti~ j 
:t" 

Objective-subject 

and the constituents are rearranged as in 
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Gusto si Ana ni Pedro: 
\,,, _, 

.. Objehive.Su9ject 

Age~tive 

(24) •Pedro likes Ana.' 

the subject remains the objective NP regardless of its position in the sentence. This means 
that between the agentive and the · objective NPs, only the objective NP may be selected 
as the subject of the sentence. 

When the objective NP filled by an inanimate noun is selected as subject, the only 
acceptable aromgement of the constituents is PsV - Agentive NP+ Objective - Subject 
NP as in 

(25) Gusto ni Pedro ang ginatan. •Pedro likes ginatan.' 

If this sentence is rearranged resulting in 

(26)* Gusto ang ginatan ni Pedro. •Pedro likes ginatan.' 

the agentive relation between gusto and ni Pedro is lost; the NP ni Pedro becomes a geni· 
tive NP. Sentence (26) is ungrammatical because it lacks an agentive. Below are the under. 
lying structures of Sentences (25) and (26). 

s 

Predicate NP NP 

I 
I · I PsVerbal Pred. 

I 
Gusto ni Pedro ng ginatan 

s 

Predicate 

I 
PsVerbal Pred. 

I ¢ Gusto s 

~ 
Predicate NP 

I 
Nominal Pred. 

I 
may ginatan Pedro 

Note that in (26), the agentive NP is ¢>and ang ginatan ni Pedro is a sentence embedded 
in the objective NP. If we were to add an agentive NP here as in: 
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(27) Gusto ni Maria ang ginatan n1 Pedro. 'Maria likes Pedro's ginatan.' 

we would get a grammatical sentence. In sentences where the NP's are pronouns as in 

(28) .Kailangan niya ako. 'He needs me.' 

the objective NP (underscored constituent) must always be selected as the subject 

5. PSEUDO-VERBAL PREDICATES IN DERIVED SENTENCES 

5.1 BASIC AND DERIVED SENTENCES IN TAGALOG 

In Tagalog a sentence may be derived from two or more sentences by one or a 
combination of the following processes: (1) conjoining and (2) embedding. In the senten
ces below, sentence (29) is derived from sentences (30) and (3J) by conjoining, i.e., use 
of the conjunction hanggang (until). Sentence (32) is derived from sentences (33) and 
(34) by embedding. 

(29) Maglaro ka hanggang gusto . .fDo. 'You play as much as you like.' 
(30) Maglaro ka. 'YOU play.' .. 
(31) Gusto mo 'You like.' 
(32) .Kailangan kong umalis bukas. 'I have to leave tomorrow~· 
(33) .Kailangan ko. 'I n~d.' 
(34) Umalis ako bukas. 'I leave tomorrow.' 

5.2. EMBEDDED SENTENCES 

Consider the sentences: 

(35) Gusto niyang mag-aral. 'He likes to study.' 

This sentence consists of the constituent sentences: 

(36) Gusto niya. 'He likes.' 
(37) Mag-aral siya. 'He studies.' 

where sentence 37 is embedded into (36) as an objective NP, (see illus
tration below) 

Notice that in sen~ce (35) there is only one agentive NP that occurs with the 
Pseudo-ve.rbal Predica~ gusto 'like.'. 'Ille agentive NP of the verbal Predicate mag-aral 
'study' does not appear. This is because the agentive NP niya 'he/she' of sentence (36) 
and the agentive NPsiya 'he/she' of (37) are co-referential; therefore, when two agentive 
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NPs are co-referential, the agentive NP of the embedded sentence, and not that which 
occurs with the PsV predicate, is deleted. When the agentive NP of the embedded 
sentence is not co-referential with the agentive NP of the matrix sentence, no agentive 
NP deletion occurs. Thus, in the sentence 

(38) Gusto niyang mag-aral siya. 'He wants him to study.' 

where the agentive NP of the embedded sentence is not deleted, the sentence is under
stood to have two different agentives: the agentive niya refers to one person and the 
agentive' siya refers to another. 

Interestingly, in Tagalog sentences containing PsV predicates, there are no cases of 
co-referential objective NPs. 

5.3 PSEUDO-VERBSDAPAT'NECESSARV'ANDBAWAL 'PROHIBITED' 

5.3.1 DAPAT 

Dapat occurs only .in derived sentences. Consider the sentence 

(39) Dapat siyang. omalis. 'He has to leave.' 
The underlying .structure is the following. 

/s-------- . 
Predicate · --------NP 

I 
Pselldo-verbal Pred. 

I 
Dapat s 

~ 
Predicate NP 

J 
VerbalP 

I 
umalis siya 

Here the NP which co-occurs with the PsV predicate in an objective .case relation is 
filled by an embedded sentence. Notice also that in the above underlying structure, the 
PsV dapat has no co-occuring agentive NP. Furthermore, whereas we can say 

(40) Gusto niyang umalis. 'He wants to leave.' 

we cannot say 

( 41) *Dapat niyang umalis. 

Instead we can only say the sentence given in (39). 

The reason for this difference between gusto and dapat is that in the underlying structur', 
gusto has an agentive niya whereas dapat has none. The agentive that remains in (40) is 
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that of the PsV whereas in (39) the agentive is that of the verb a/is 'leave', not of the PsV 
predicate. In this connection, maari-puwede 'can/may' are very similar in behavior to 
dapat. We cannot say 

(42) *Maari niyang tumawag sa akin 

but we can say 

(43) Maari _ siyang tumawag sa akin. 'He can call me.' 

In other words, maari/puwede and dapat do not allow an agentive NP to occur
with them. The agentive NP which co-occurs with these pseudo-verbs do not belong to 
the Pseudo-verbs but to the verbal predicate in the embedded sentence which stands in 
an objective case-relation with the PsV predicate. 

5.3.2.. BAWAL 

Bawa/ behaves differently from the other pseudo-verbs. Consider the ·sentence: 

(44) Bawal sa iyo.ang sigaruyo. 'Smoking is bad for you. 

Notice that with bawal, the co-occurring NPs may be in two cases: the locative 
sa iyo 'for you' and the objective ang sigarilyo 'the cigarette: It does riot allow an agentive 
NP to co-occur with it. In the sentence 

(45) Bawal purnasok ang di-empleyado dito. 'Nonemployees are not allowed 
to enter here.' 

The NP di-empleyqdo is the agentive of the verbal predicate pumasok, not of the 
PsV predicate bawal The underlying structure for this sentence is 

s~ 
Pred. NP 

I 
Pseudo-verbal Pred 

I 
Bawa] s 

Pred. NP 

I 
Verbal 

I 
pumasok 

I 
di-empleyado di to 

6.0 Summary 
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seIVes to be treated with equal importance as the verb, the noun, and the adjective 
vis-a·vis its participation as a basic constituent in the Tagalog sentence, hence the 
concept pseudo-verbal predicate. 

In the coµrse of the present investigation, the following findings ha-ve ap
peared: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The pseudo-verbs in simple basic sentences may have only two cases~ 
the genitive and the objective. 
The case relations between the pseudo-verbal predicate and its co
occurring NPs are indicated by the ordering of the latter rather than by 
nominal markers or affixes (as in the case of verbs) 
When NP's co-occurring with pseudo-verbal predicates are pronowis, 
the pronoun in the objective case must always be selected as the subject. 
Pseudo-verbal predicates may occur with NP's that are embedded sen-
tences. 

5. The pseudo-verbs dapat occurs only in derived sentences. 
6. The pseudo-verb bawal can take NP's in the locative and the objective 

cases, but not in the agentive case. 
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